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Paper I

Answa'all questions from I to 20 on this paper itself.
Each question carries 02 marks in Paper I (02 X 20:40 marks)a

l) Simplify:15-9 +3

2) Find tlre value of (+S) + (-Z)

3) Write two equivalent fractions for
2

5

a) Find tlre value of 5.25 100

5) If 5x : 30, find the value of x.
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6) Write the type of this triangle,

i. According to its side

ii. According to its angles

7) Write all factors of 15.

8) t3 m length wire is cut into 20 equal parts. Find the value of one part in centimeters.

3
9) Express - as a decimal.

l0)The length of a rectangle is more than 3 cm its breadth. If the breadth of the rectangle is 6 cm,
find the perimeter of the rectangle.

I l)Expand : a2b3

l2)lf the nLrmber 53[ ] is divisible by 9 without any remainder, then find the suitable value for the
blank.

l3)Write down

i. The decade

ii. The century, of AD 1966 belongs

(

lrrt

9-

C
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i4)V"iite the suiiabie nurnbers for the bianks. 
"

3.06 I =,.. ... ...m1 = 3 t ... ... ...m1

20)ls 2100 a leap year or not? Explain your answer.

l5)Find the volume of u cube withG@ 6 cm.

l6)Express 27 as apower of 3.

5m27 cm x 4
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Paper II
. Answer first question anci anorher four quesiions.
. First question carries l6 marks and other questions carries 1l marks.
. Write the answers in another paper for Paper II and attach it to the Paper I.

l) (a) Recall the memory about the activity done in your class, during the lesson "Circle"

i. Narne the tool that you used to construct circles in the mathematical tool set. (1 mark)

ii. By using that tools construct a circle with the radius 5 cm and name its center. (1 mark)

iii. Make a point on the circle and name it as 24. (1 mark)

ir'. Extend AO and name the point where it meets the circle again as B . (l mark)

v. What is the special name that you gave to the line segment .A.8. (1 mark)

vr. What ls the length oI AB'! (1 mark)

vii. Recall and write down the conciusion you got according to the names and lengths of AO

rnd AB.

i I I-:-- +l^^ --^+-^^+^- A-^.., ^.-J ^--l^ ^f r nnOr. uJrrr6 Lrrg prlJLravl\Jl, \ll<tw 6[rr\r curtsrg rrr rr_r\., .

ii. Name it as PQR.

iii. Measure and write the magnitude of the given reflex angle.

(c) Using the straight edge and the set square,

i. l)raw a square with a side length of 4 cm and name it as ABCD.

ii. .loin A and C. Draw a parallel line to the AC which goes through B.

(2 marks)

//^ --- ^-.tr--\\z rrrarK$,,

(2 marks)

(2 marks)

(1 mark)
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2) A sketch oTagaiddn'is given.

. i. Find the perimeter of the garden. , (2 marks)

ii; Lrind.the total cultivated area of flowers and vegetables. , (3 marks)
.iii. f ind the house situated area. (2 marks)

iv. lrind the total area of the garden. (2 marks)

v' lhey are planning to build a fence around the garden. If 4 fence wires are used. find the

total length of the wires. (2 marks)

(a) i. Fil in the blanks to indicate the given mixed number as improper fraction. (3 marks)

2 s s. t] Il tltr:s+s+T+s=?

',,ii, Nimal says that i a i, Are you agreeing with the above statement?34
i'ii. Give,the reasons for your answer.

(b) Simplify.
.43
l. 510
ii. +!+ zi
iii. Express * ur a decimal.

(a) Kamal is y years old now.

i. write an algebraic expression to express Kamal's age 3 years ago. (1 mark)
ii. Kamal's father is 3 times and 4 years more elder than Kamal's present age. Write an

algebraic expression for father's age. (2 marks)

iii. Construct an algebraic expression to show the father's current age and Kamal's age 3

(l mark)

(1 mark)

(2 marks)

(3 marks)

(l mark)

(2 marks)

(2 mgks)

(2 ma?ks)

(2 marks)

lv

\,

years ago as an addition.

Simplify the above algebraic expression.

lf Kamal is l5 years old now, how old is his father?

m

(b) lf o :3 and b - -2, find the value of Za * b,
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(2 marks)

ii. Nimal gor Rs.6 as the balance when he gave Rs.l50 to buy 6 books. By taking Rs.x as

the price of one book, construct an equation and find the price of a book. (4 marks)

Draw a regular and a non-regular polygon.

Draw a concave polygon with 5 sides and one reflex angle.

6) (a)

are in one layer. Find the length, breadth and height of this container.

iii. Show that the voiume of this container is 36 cm3.

(b) Sinplify.

i.31345ml + 21 660m1

ii.91450 mI + 3

iii. Express 3160mI in liters.

(b) (2 marks)

(1 mark)

(3 marks)

(1 mark)

(2 marks)

(2 marks)

(1 mark)

A house requires 1,kg 6009 of rice for one day. What is the amount of rice required

for a week? (2 marks)

i. Find the volume of this cuboid box. (2 marks)

ii. In a container, six of these cuboid boxes are arranged in two layers sueh that three boxes
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